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 DeFi is still in an early stage to interrupt the global banking. Its
market share is contained in contracts and by some accounts
it exceeds 100 billion dollars in 2021 and according to experts
this is only the beginning .
.

 Why does it attract investors: 

   The decentralized finance’s purpose is to displace the
traditional banking system. DeFi creates a full digital
alternative to Wall Street, but without the associated costs.
DeFi has the potential to create more open, free and fair
financial markets that can be accessed with Internet
connection. The absolute transparency of all transactions for
all participants and the ability to transfer your assets to
another location at any time, without having to get approval,
wait long time to transfer or to pay high fees are only a small
part of the attracting factors investors.

  The problem with all DeFi:

   Most passive income protocols require you to constantly
attract new investors to sustain your financial model. The
token they get as a reward for selling starts to lose its value
and eventually crashes.

 A team of crypto-enthusiasts, financiers, programmers is
tasked with developing a fully financially independent and
decentralized financial income platform where investors and
players take full ownership of their personal finances.

 

01. Introduction
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  As a platform developer, we offer a product with a professional
attitude and our endeavor is to ensure a healthy and sustainable
ecosystem. Our WHEAT Token ecosystem, composed of dApps,
gaming platform and other software will provide its investors and
players complete anonymity and financial independence. All code
is open and transparent, and all assets and rights are protected
by smart contracts. They all reflect the main values and
technologies of Web3.

  Our financial structure is supported by the gaming platform.
Through our transaction fee and profit distribution structure, all
funds are distributed among the investors.

 With our team of professionals in the finance and crypto
developing field we decided to attract you – the early investors –
with 3 phases of bid of our token – Wheat Token:

  1. Pre-Sale first Stage – Sowing – only through our Pre-sale 
 Platform could you have the opportunity to be an investor from
earliest stage of creation. You buy the tokens at a preliminary
price of 50% of the launch value and a certain lock-in period. You
are now part of the new beginning and the birth of Wheat Token,
and exactly because of that you will receive tax fees percentage as
an Airdrop. You sow the seeds and wait impatiently for the next
stage of the cycle. 

  2. Pre-Sale second Stage – Growth – Yet again, only and only
through our platform will you have a second chance to be an early
investor. At this stage you have the last chance to buy Wheat
Token at a price lower than the initial one, videlicet 30% of the
initial price and a certain lock-in period. The investors from this
phase will also receive tax fees percentage in through Airdrops.
You are already part of the next stage – Growth of the product.

02.Our vision
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launch of the game, will be distributed between the investors
from the stages.

free John´s NFTs to access the gaming rooms. 

Preferential pricing on Treasure Puzzle NFTs.

  3.Token Release – Final Stage –  Harvest – the stage, where the
harvest and the availability will begin but at a full price.

  With the first, second and last coins offering every investor, who
bought certain quantity of our token, shall be given the
opportunity to being a part of the project and this way be
provided with passive income, a given percentage of all
transaction fees at:

      - Investors from the Pre-Sale first Stage – Sowing will receive a
7% bonus on the distribution of transaction fees.
      - Investors from Pre-Sale second Stage – Growth will receive a
3% bonus on the distribution of transaction fees.

 All dividends towards investors and players will be paid out in
stable coins (USDT,USDC or BUSD). 
.
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Implement function
(business)

Distributed Store, Game Publishing, Ecological Data,
Others

Management tools
(Department)

Sign, share, vote, pledge, trade, lease and other
contracts

Relations of
production

(Constitution)
DAO governance + BSC sidechain

Stakeholders
 (Role)

Developer               Investor                  Player
       (producer)             (member)             (consumer)

03.Ecosystem
03.01  Ecological technology 

Game distribution mechanism (contract) 
Token is Power (NFT)
Ecological governance (Token)
Efficiency and Cost (Sidechain)
Distributed Development (DAO)
Cross-chain technology (cross-chain)

03.02 Ecological architecture

03.03 Pass Token

Token name: Wheat Token
Token symbol: WTT
Number of Tokens: 50,000,000
Based on Chain: BSC
Adres Contracts:

Token:
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Quantity: 100000
Variety:

NFT: John´s NFT

       o John H. Winn  – access to the Dice Hall.
       o John Forbes Nash Jr. - access to the Math hall.
       o John Spilsbury – access to the Puzzle hall.

       At a later stage, anyone who has invested in the
platform under conditions set by the community, will be
able to acquire John´s NFT which will bring him additional
income, AirDrops, Tax benefits and more provided access
to one of the 3 gaming rooms.

03.04 Decentralized gaming platform:

Works on smart contracts, which are transparent
without trustees. The platform is developed in 7
languages, no government bans, No KYC, No
verifiable address, No verifiable ID, No bank
account, no credit card. Anyone will be able to
play, all you need is a crypto wallet.

Instant payouts - Open code  – you can follow all
your activity in ExplorerYou can buy tokens not
only with cryptocurrency but also with fiat money
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Prize Fund: 1 000 000$BUSD
Quantity: 88888

NFT: Treasure Puzzle NFT

https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=df281802d63a7c26JmltdHM9MTY2NjIyNDAwMCZpZ3VpZD0yMWE1NzFmNS00OTVmLTY1NTEtMDU5ZS02MTAwNGQ1ZjY3YTUmaW5zaWQ9NTE5Mw&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=21a571f5-495f-6551-059e-61004d5f67a5&psq=john+forbes+nash&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9kZS53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvSm9obl9Gb3JiZXNfTmFzaF9Kci4&ntb=1


Rules:
   Players switch their cryptocurrencies or money for
Wheat  token depending on the hall they are playing
in, as the bet is ALL or NOTHING, which means that
the best one takes all. For example:
      - Dice game – hall (gold - high stakes): 20 players
are playing as everyone bets – 250 $ worth of Wheat
Token . The stake is 5000 $. The highest score takes
all.
     - Puzzle – hall (silver – medium stakes): 200 players
are playing. Everyone – 200$ worth of Wheat Token.
The stake is 40 000 $. The fastest player takes all.
     - Mathematics – hall (bronze and iron – low stakes):
solving equations on time. 50 players – everyone bets
one token -80$ or 25$. The stake is 4000$/1250$. The
fastest player takes all.

 Games like Crokinole, Xianggi, Mahjong, Shogi, Skopа,
Poker, Carrom, Lotto, Ronda, Shashki and many
others, suggested by the community in the platform,
are yet to be developed.

03.05 Security:
Blockchain Security is a comprehensive risk
management system for blockchain networks,
including security services, cybersecurity
frameworks, and best practices to mitigate the
risks of fraud and cyberattacks. Blockchain
technology's data structures have inherent 
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security qualities because they are based on
consensus, cryptography, and decentralization
principles. Each new block of information is
linked to all previous blocks in a way that is
almost impossible to tamper with. In addition, all
transactions in a block are validated and
agreed upon through a consensus mechanism
(authorized users), ensuring that each
transaction is true and accurate. Thus, there is
no chance of failure and the user cannot modify
the transaction records.

We offer you Public Blockchain which focuses on
participation and transparency unlike Private
Blockchain and Consortium Blockchain. The
transactional consensus is "decentralized",
meaning that anyone can participate in
validating network transactions, and the
software code is open source and available to
the public. The main feature of public
blockchain networks is decentralization through
a crypto-economy designed to enable
collaboration on a distributed network. In public
blockchains, this means that the network has no
political center of control, and the software
system design has no architectural central point
of failure.
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Type of Share Number of Tokens % of Total Supply Price in BUSD

Crowdsale 27750000 55,50 8880000

Founder´s Found 9500000 19,00 3040000

Pre-Sale 6000000 12,00 1920000

Rewardpool &
Treasury

3750000 7,50 1200000

Private Sale 2500000 5,00 800000

Charity 500000 1,00 160 000

04.Tokenomics
Token Ticker: WTT
Token Name: Wheat Token
Adres Contracts: 
Chain: BSC 
Total Supply: 50 000 000
Price per Token: 0,32 $BUSD
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04.01 Distrubution of Tokens



04.02 Flowchart
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 From day one, our vision was stability and sustainability
and by pairing with BUSD instead of BNB we effectively
removed the influence of "bearish" and "bullish" markets.
The reason we chose BUSD is that is actually
collateralized 1:1 with USD as a hard asset which allows us
to avoid debugging and other worst cases we witnessed
recently in the space.Choosing the right chain and stable
coin to build our ecosystem It was a difficult task and we
are very pleased with it the results we achieved Binance
Chain(officially Binance Smart Chain). Many will be
surprised by the symbiosis of the awesome performance
and our complex system, such as at the same time we
benefit from cheap fees and huge user base



05 Roadmap
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 2023 - Q1
- Research and Development for
project concept

-Provide internal private
placement channels for early
investors and community
members-Whitepaper V1.0 release

-Twitter account creation
-Pre Sale Website release
-Trailer version official
website online

-Website V1.0 release
-The second round of
investment Pre sale

-WTT NFT Marketplace

2023-Q2
-WTT Platform official version

-Website exchange pool is
open

-WTT Main WEB 3.0 Wallet 

-WTT Whitepaper V2.0 

-Multi-Chain Bridge - Game
Intergretion
-Exchange Public Offering

2023-Q3
CLASSIFIED



06 Team & Investors
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DO SOMETHING
TODAY THAT
YOUR FUTURE

SELF WILL
THANK YOU

FOR.
Our actions and decisions today will shap
e the way we will be living in the future.

DAVE L , PhD
Business and Finance

DAN P
Solidity Developer

TAN YA
Community Manager

JIANG J
Security Architect

ARKASH I
Lead Solidity Developer

ICHIRO M
Moderator

IVAN V
Blockchain Engineer

OLIVIA T
Head of Marketing



FOLLOW LOCAL LAWS AND POLICIES

Experimental Web 3.0 project

Please, read the corresponding risk and disclaimer warnings carefully
on this page.

 The ecology we build is in an open web 3.0 environment,
and its foundation is established in SEYCHELLES and
DUBAI. Prioritize local policies, if you are in different parts
of the world, the project will also follow local laws and
regulations. When you have incurred LOSSES due to
compliance with local policies, you are responsible for
your own responsibility.

 ВWe have seen the development trend of the Web3.0
industry and absolutely implemented the development
and construction of this platform, which is an
experimental web3.0 project. Under the background of
the current technology trend, although the prospect of
web 3.0 is very promising, it still has certain risks due to
the influence of many factors. investors, participants and
players should do enough research and analysis before
deciding to participate.

07.Risk and disclaimers
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Technology application risk

General principles

Disclaimer 

  Products are based on blockchain technology,
encryption technology, smart contracts and other
technologies to develop and improve products. You need
to have enough knowledge and understanding of these
technologies so that you can make better judgments. At
present, this type of technology is widely used, but there
are also many technical hidden dangers, which are not
limited to problems caused by technology and man-
made.

   We stick to some BOTTOM lines and do not allow
pornography, violence, money laundering, drugs, fraud,
malicious tampering with the game mechanism, etc. on
the platform, and will take severe punishment measures
and formulate relevant rules for the makers of related
problems.

 This white paper does not constitute an offer or sale of
WTT tokens nor any other mechanism for the purchase of
WTT. Any offer or sale of Wheat Tokens or any related
documentation will be based solely on the final offering
documentation regarding Wheat Tokens. 
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This document can be considered ”testing the waters”
under Regulation A of the Securities Act of 1933. We do
not undertake any obligation to complete the offering
under Regulation A. We may choose to make an offering
to some, but not everyone, who have expressed an
interest in investing, and the offering may not be made
under Regulation A. You must read documents filed with
your home countrys Securities and Exchange Commission
before investing, we will not accept offers to buy
securities and will not receive any portion of the purchase
price. Any such offer may be withdrawn or cancelled
without liability or obligation of any kind at any time after
the approval date and before notice of acceptance.
Expressing interest does not involve any form of
responsibility or obligation. Anyone interested in
investing in the Wheat Token offering should review our
disclosure documents relating to the offering and our
publicly filed offering prospectus.

The Financial Business District, Victoria, Seychelles 
 Business Bay, Marasi Drive, Dubai
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